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Abstract

In this work, we propose an adversarial unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) method under inherent conditional and label shifts, in which we aim to align the distributions w.r.t. both $p(x|y)$ and $p(y)$. Since labels are inaccessible in a target domain, conventional adversarial UDA methods assume that $p(y)$ is invariant across domains and rely on aligning $p(x)$ as an alternative to the $p(x|y)$ alignment. To address this, we provide a thorough theoretical and empirical analysis of the conventional adversarial UDA methods under both conditional and label shifts, and propose a novel and practical alternative optimization scheme for adversarial UDA. Specifically, we infer the marginal $p(y)$ and align $p(x|y)$ iteratively at the training stage, and precisely align the posterior $p(y|x)$ at the testing stage. Our experimental results demonstrate its effectiveness on both classification and segmentation UDA and partial UDA.

1. Introduction

Deep learning methods are highly reliant on the large volume of labeled training datasets and the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) assumption of the training and testing data[6, 28]. The real world implementation scenarios, however, can be significantly diverse, and it can be costly to label datasets in every target environment [10, 41]. To address this, unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) can be used to transfer knowledge learned from a labeled source domain to different unlabeled target domains [13, 33, 32].

One of the predominant streams in UDA makes use of the adversarial training [12, 31, 27, 30], which hinges on a discriminator to enforce $p_s(f(x)) = p_t(f(x))$, where $f(\cdot)$ is a feature extractor. It results in a domain invariant representation under the covariate shift assumption [38]. However, the covariate shift assumption is not realistic in lieu of conditional shift w.r.t. $p(x|y)$, since each class may have its own appearance shift protocol. For example, a street lamp is sparkly in the night, while a pedestrian is shrouded in darkness.

Essentially, we would expect the fine-grained class-wise alignment w.r.t. $p(x|y)$, while $p(y)$ in a target domain is inaccessible in UDA. Assuming that there is no concept shift (i.e., $p_s(y|f(x)) = p_t(y|f(x))$) and label shift (i.e., $p_s(y) = p_t(y)$), and given the Bayes’ theorem, $p(f(x)|y) = \frac{p(y|f(x))p(f(x))}{p(y)}$, adversarial UDA can align $p(f(x)|y)$ if $p_s(f(x)) = p_t(f(x))$. The label shift, i.e., dif-
Figure 2. Illustration of our alternative training scheme for conditional and label shifts: **infer** $p(y)$, **align** $p(f(x)|y)$, and **iterate**.

different class proportions, however, is quite common [26], e.g., a motorbike is more common in Taipei than in Tokyo.

The adversarial learning based UDA with this unrealistic assumption has been outperformed by self-training [65], dropout [47], and moment matching methods [39] in most of the benchmarks.

Either the *conditional shift* [35] or *label shift* [5, 23] has a long research history. However, it is ill-posed to only consider one of them in UDA without $p_t(y)$ [63, 23], which is, in general, ill-posed [63]. Unfortunately, there are few practical methods available for real-world applications. Moreover, the theoretical analysis and methodology under the conditional and label shift assumptions in recently flourished adversarial learning-based UDA warrant a specific discussion as well.

In this work, we theoretically analyze the inequilibrium of conventional adversarial UDA methods under the different shifts. The discrepancy between the marginal distributions $p_s(y)$ and $p_t(y)$ is measured via the $KL$-divergence as the semi-supervised learning with the selective bias problem [61]. The impact of a label shift is empirically illustrated in Fig. 1.

We believe that the conditional and label shift hypothesis is a better and minimal assumption in many real-world scenarios. We first assume the target label distribution $p_t(y)$ can be estimated, and further propose to align the conditional shift between $p_s(x|y)$ and $p_t(x|y)$. To make the discriminator aware of the class label $y$, we adopt the joint discriminator and classifier parameterization and give a theoretical analysis from a domain adaptation theory perspective. A class-level balancing parameter $w.r.t.$ the estimated $p_t(y)$ can be simply applied to adversarial UDA methods, following a plug-and-play manner. Since we are quantifying the transferability of each category instead of each example [4], it is more promising for large-scale tasks, especially for the segmentation with pixel-wise classification.

Then, we can estimate $p_t(y)$, assuming that $p_s(x|y)$ and $p_t(x|y)$ are aligned using feature-level mean matching, which is incorporated into an alternative optimization framework. The precise target label distribution and a decent classifier are expected after sufficient round-based iterations. At last, we use these two parts to align the posterior $p_t(y|x)$, i.e., target classifier.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- We explore both the conditional and label shifts in adversarial UDA, and give a thorough theoretical and empirical analysis of the conventional UDA methods under this assumption.
- An alternative optimization scheme is proposed to align the conditional and label distributions at the training stage, following the infer, align, and iterate scheme. Finally, we align the posterior $p_t(y|x)$ at the testing stage.
- We propose a practical and scalable method to align the conditional shift with the class-level balancing parameter.

We extensively evaluate our method on both popular UDA classification and semantic segmentation benchmarks. It can be naturally generalized to partial UDA.

2. Related Work

*Unsupervised domain adaptation* is aimed at transferring knowledge learned from a labeled source domain to an unlabeled target domain [23]. The solutions can be mainly classified into statistic moment matching (e.g., maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [35]), domain style transfer [50], self-training [65, 29, 32], and feature-level adversarial learning [13, 18, 19, 34]. As one of the mainstreams, adversarial learning based UDA proposes to encourage the features $f(x)$ from different domains indistinguishable. Conditional and label shifts, however, are ubiquitous in real-world tasks. At present, the moment matching and self-training usually dominate the top place in classification and segmentation tasks, respectively.

*Domain shifts* [23] can be categorized into four classes based on the shift content, as summarized in Fig. 3. Conventionally, each shift is studied independently, by assuming that the other shift conditions are invariant across domains [23].

The conditional shift [35] is more realistic than the covariate shift assumption [23]. However, without $p_t(y)$, estimation of $p_t(x|y)$ is, in general, ill-posed [63].

The label shift [5] (a.k.a. the target shift) occurs when the proportion of each class is different between source and target domains. [26] propose a test distribution estimator to detect the label shift. [1] introduce a regularization approach to correct the label shift. [7] consider the label shift in an optimal transportation-based UDA task, which is also related to the class imbalance problem in the MMD framework. [56] propose an asymmetrically-relaxed alignment in adversarial
UDA. These methods, however, assume that there is no conditional shift.

Moreover, in partial UDA [4], classes in a target domain are a subset of those in a source domain. It can be regarded as a special case of the label shift in that some classes in the target domain are zero. Instead of calculating the transferability of each source example, which can be each pixel in the segmentation task [3], we directly estimate the probability of each class and demonstrate its generality and scalability for a novel segmentation partial UDA task. In a related development, the open set adaptation [40] also has new target categories and treats them as unknown, which is different from the above settings.

The concept shift [23] can arise, when classifying a tomato as a vegetable or fruit in different countries. It is usually not a common problem in popular object classification or semantic segmentation tasks.

[63, 15, 9] consider the conditional and target shifts in a casual system \(y \rightarrow x\) with a somewhat unrealistic linearity assumption. Unfortunately, they are not aligned with the modern UDA methods and sensitive to the scale of the dataset. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at considering both the conditional and label shifts in adversarial UDA.

3. Methodology

In UDA, given a source domain \(p_s(x, y)\) and a target domain \(p_t(x, y)\), a labeled set \(D_S\) is drawn \(i.i.d.\) from \(p_s(x, y)\), and an unlabeled set \(D_T\) is drawn \(i.i.d.\) from the marginal distribution \(p_t(x)\). The goal of UDA is to build a good classifier in the target domain, with the training on \(D_S\) and \(D_T\). \(\mathcal{Y} = \{1, 2, \ldots, c\}\) is the set of the class label. Adversarial UDA [13, 54] is motivated by the following theorem [23]:

**Theorem 1** For a hypothesis \(h\)

\[
L_s(h) \leq L_t(h) + d[p_s(x), p_t(x)] + \min_{E_{x \sim p_s}[p_s(y|x) - p_t(y|x)]},
\]

where \(L_s(h)\) and \(L_t(h)\) denote the expected loss with hypothesis \(h\) in the source and target domains, respectively, \(d[\cdot]\) is equivalent to the Jensen–Shannon divergence in conventional adversarial UDA [49].

Based on Theorem 1 and assuming that performing feature transform on \(x\) will not increase the values of \(L_s(h)\) and last terms of Eq. 1, adversarial UDA methods [13, 54] apply a feature extractor \(f(\cdot)\) onto \(x\), hoping to obtain a feature representation \(f(x) \in \mathbb{R}^K\) that has a lower value of \(d[p_s(f(x)), p_t(f(x))]\). To this end, \(f(\cdot)\) is trained to make the feature distributions of the two domains indistinguishable, by using a domain discriminator \(\text{Dis} : \mathbb{R}^K \rightarrow (0, 1)\), and training a classifier \(C \ell s\) to correctly classify the source data. \(C \ell s : \mathbb{R}^K \times \mathcal{Y} \rightarrow (0, 1)\) outputs the probability of an extracted feature \(f(x)\) being a class \(y\) among \(c\) categories, i.e., \(C(f(x), y) = p(y|f(x); \text{C} \ell s)\). The objective of different modules can be

\[
\max_{C \ell s} E_{x \sim p_s} \log C(f(x), y)
\]

\[
\max_{\text{Dis}} E_{x \sim p_s} \log(1 - \text{Dis}(f(x))) + E_{x \sim p_t} \log \text{Dis}(f(x))
\]

\[
\max_{f} E_{x \sim p_s} \log C(f(x), y) + \lambda E_{x \sim p_t} \log(1 - \text{Dis}(f(x))),
\]

where \(\lambda \in \mathbb{R}^+\) balances between the classification and adversarial loss. Here, we follow the conventional adversarial UDA methods that make use of the easily implemented three max [51, 49]. Note that maximizing \(E_{x \sim p} \log \text{Dis}(f(x))\) for \(\text{Dis}\) in Eq 3, while maximizing \(E_{x \sim p} \log(1 - \text{Dis}(f(x)))\) for \(f\) in Eq 4 has made the \(\min \max\) adversarial game. We omit the subscript \(y\) for simplicity, since only the source domain has \(y\) in UDA.

3.1. Motivation

We first analyze how the label shift affects the adversarial UDA, when enforcing the the distribution of feature representation \(f(x)\) to be invariant across domains. We start the analysis under the label shift only assumption in adversarial learning, followed by taking a step to introduce the conditional shift.

**Theorem 2** Given \(p_s(x|y) = p_t(x|y)\) and \(p_s(y) \neq p_t(y)\), if a decent \(f(\cdot)\) makes \(p_s(f(x)) = p_t(f(x))\), then we have \(p_s(y|f(x)) = p_t(y|f(x))\), i.e., the concept shift of \(f(x)\), and \(\exists p_s(y = i|f(x)) = p_s(y)\), \(p_t(y = i|f(x)) = p_t(y)\). From Theorem 2, under the label shift, aligning \(p_s(f(x))\) with \(p_t(f(x))\) results in the posterior w.r.t. \(f(x)\) inconsistent in different domains, i.e., concept shift is induced. We can also deduce that enforcing \(f(x)\) to be domain invariant may mix the feature of all classes in the feature space, since \(p_s(y = i|f(x))\) or \(p_t(y = i|f(x))\) will be a constant for any \(x\).

Let us make a specific example that all samples \(x\) are mapped onto a consistent point \(f_0\) in the feature manifold of \(f(x)\). We have \(p_s(f(x) = f_0) = p_t(f(x) = f_0) = 1\). As a result, \(f(x)\) is domain invariant as expected, but the classifier will completely lose the discriminative ability. Actually, strictly enforcing \(p_s(f(x)) = p_t(f(x))\) in this case will
make the classifier less discriminative, i.e., increasing the
target loss $L_t(h)$ or its upper bound $L_s(h)$ in Theorem 1
[23].

Furthermore, under the joint conditional and label
shift assumption, there is also a conflict between minimal
domain discrepancy and superior classification performance.
Following the law of total probability, the optimization ob-
gective of adversarial UDA to align $p_s(f(x))$ with $p_t(f(x))$
can be reformulated as

$$
\sum_{i=1}^{c} p_s(f(x)|y = i)p_s(y = i) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} p_t(f(x)|y = i)p_t(y = i).
$$

(5)

Suppose that the samples of class $i, x \in \mathcal{X}_i$, are
completely distinguishable from the samples in the other
classes in $f(x)$, with a decent $f(\cdot)$, i.e.,

$$
p_s(f(x \in \mathcal{X}_i)|y = i) > 0 \Leftrightarrow p_s(f(x \in \mathcal{X}_i)|y \neq i) = 0
\quad p_t(f(x \in \mathcal{X}_i)|y = i) > 0 \Leftrightarrow p_t(f(x \in \mathcal{X}_i)|y \neq i) = 0.
$$

(6)

Therefore, advUDA is enforcing $p_s(f(x \in \mathcal{X}_i)|y = i)$
$p_s(y = i) = p_t(f(x \in \mathcal{X}_i)|y = i)p_t(y = i)$. Taking
the integral of $x$ over $\mathcal{X}_i$ for both sides of the above equation,
we have $p_s(y = i) = p_t(y = i)$. This deduction
contradicts with the label shift setting $p_s(y) \neq p_t(y)$.

Based on the above analysis, we have the conclusion that
the label and conditional shifts are non-negligible in
adversarial UDA. Since $p_t(y)$ is not available in UDA,
we propose to align the class-dependent conditional distribution
and estimate the label distribution, following a turn-based
alternative strategy in each iteration, as shown in Fig. 4.

### 3.2. Conditional Shift Alignment

To incorporate the knowledge of $p_t(y)$ to align $p_s(x|y)$
with $p_t(x|y)$, we introduce a class-wise balancing pa-
parameter $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}^c$. We expect that $\gamma_i p_s(y = i) =
\gamma^* p_t(y = i)$ and $\gamma^*$ denote the vector that makes this
equation hold. Therefore, we propose to multiply $\gamma$ to the
source domain term of the optimization objective in Eq. (5), i.e.,
$$
\sum_{i=1}^{c} p_s(f(x)|y = i)p_s(y = i)\gamma_i = \sum_{i=1}^{c} p_t(f(x)|y = i)p_t(y = i).
$$

Since $\gamma_i = \frac{p_s(y = i)}{p_t(y = i)}$, it can be written as
$$
\sum_{i=1}^{c} p_s(f(x)|y = i)p_s(y = i) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} p_t(f(x)|y = i)p_t(y = i)\gamma_i
$$
and the estimated $p_t(y = i)$ is a constant in each iteration. Theoretically, with a precisely
estimated $\gamma$, we can align the conditional distribution using
adversarial UDA.

Besides, from an implementation perspective, it is im-
portant to make the discriminator aware of classification.
As discussed in [48], the three-player $(f, Cls, Dis)$ game
should fail to consider the relationship between the target
samples and the task-specific decision boundary, when align-
ing distributions. Here, we simply adopt the jointly param-
eterized classifier and discriminator [49, 51] to incorporate
the classification into the domain alignment. Next, we align
$p_s(x|y)$ and $p_t(x|y)$ with the estimated $p_t(y)$, even though
the up-to-date class-aware domain adaptation method can be
added, following a plug-and-play fashion.

We configure $c + 1$ output units to represent the $c$ class
and target domain, respectively. The score function $\mathcal{C}$
(joint $cls$ and $dis$) is defined on $\mathbb{R}^K \times \{1, \cdots, c + 1\}$. Since
the sum of the probability that $f(x)$ belongs to one of the $c$-class
is not 1, we need to reparameterize the conditional score:

$$
\mathcal{C}(f(x), y|x) = \frac{\mathcal{C}(f(x), y)}{1 - \mathcal{C}(f(x), c + 1)}
\forall y \leq c; \quad \mathcal{C}(f(x), c + 1) = 0
$$

(7)

Its optimization objective is given by

$$
\max_{Dis&Cls} \{ \frac{\mathcal{E}_{x \sim p_s} \log \mathcal{C}(f(x), y|x)}{1 - \mathcal{C}(f(x), c + 1)} + \lambda \frac{\mathcal{E}_{x \sim p_t} \log \mathcal{C}(f(x), c + 1)}{1 - \mathcal{C}(f(x), c + 1)} \}
$$

(8)

$$
\max_{f} \{ \frac{\mathcal{E}_{x \sim p_s} \log \mathcal{C}(f(x), y|x)}{1 - \mathcal{C}(f(x), c + 1)} + \lambda \frac{\mathcal{E}_{x \sim p_t} \log \mathcal{C}(f(x), y|x)}{1 - \mathcal{C}(f(x), c + 1)} \}
$$

(9)

The empirical effectiveness of the joint parameterization of
$Cls$ and $Dis$ in semi-supervised learning has been shown
in [49, 51] give an intuitive explanation that all target ex-
amples yield the gradient of the same direction in the conven-
tional three-player game. In this paper, we give a theoretical
analysis from the domain adaptation theory perspective.

**Proposition 1** The joint parameterization can lead to a better
approximation of $L_s(h)$ by $L_t(h)$ in Theorem 1.

This means that the performance in the target domain
can be less affected by the domain shift. Please note that
using only the joint parameterization cannot guarantee the conditional alignment, but can provide a powerful backbone for our conditional alignment scheme. We also give the detailed ablation study in our experiments.

In general, the expectation function in Eqs. (8-9) has the property \( E_{x \sim p_s(x) \mid y} = E_{x \sim p_s(x) \mid y} p_s(y) \mid y = \{ \sum_{i=1}^{c} p_s(y = i) \} x \sim (p_s(x) \mid y = i) \mid y \). where \(| . |\) is a deterministic function of \( x \) w.r.t. \( f \). Therefore, to take the target label distribution into account, we can make Eqs. (8-9) be aware of the estimated \( \gamma \), by rewriting them as

\[
\max_{D \& C} \{ \sum_{i=1}^{c} \gamma_i \log C_i(f(x), y) + \lambda \sum_{i=1}^{c} p_s(y = i) \mid x \sim (p_s(x) \mid y = i) \mid y \}
\]

\[
= \max \{ \sum_{i=1}^{c} \gamma_i \log C_i(f(x), y) + \lambda \sum_{i=1}^{c} p_s(y = i) \mid x \sim (p_s(x) \mid y = i) \mid y \}
\]

\[
= \max \{ \sum_{i=1}^{c} \gamma_i \log C_i(f(x), y) + \lambda \}
\]

\[
\max \{ \sum_{i=1}^{c} \gamma_i \log C_i(f(x), y) + \lambda \}
\]

When \( \gamma_i = 1, \forall i \in Y \), this alignment will degrade to conventional adversarial UDA. \( \gamma \) can also be regarded as a class-level weight for each class in the source domain. This is essentially different from the sample-level weight in [4, 62]. Actually, we multiply \( \gamma_i \) to the \( p_s(y = i) \) term, i.e., revising the source label distribution to the estimated target label distribution \( \gamma_i = \frac{p_t(y = i, f(x))}{p_t(f(x))} \).

3.3. Target Label Distribution Estimation

Assuming that the conditional distribution is aligned (i.e., \( p_s(f(x) \mid y) = p_t(f(x) \mid y) \)), we can estimate the target label distribution \( p_t(y) \) using the marginal matching [63]. Instead of working on raw data, in this work, we carry out our analyses in the feature space. Note that \( p_s(y) \) can be obtained, by counting each labeled sample.

Targeting this, the mean matching [16] is a simple yet efficient method. The target label proportion \( p_t(y) \) can be estimated, by minimizing the loss function

\[
\mathcal{L}_M(p_t(y)) = \left\| M_y p_t(y) - \mu_t \right\|^2_2,
\]

where \( M_y \) is the vector of \( \mu_s(f(x) \mid y = 1), \mu_s(f(x) \mid y = 2), \ldots, \mu_s(f(x) \mid y = c) \), i.e., the empirical sample means from the source domain, and \( \mu_t \) is the encoded feature mean of the target. Note that the above loss is equivalent to a standard linearly constrained quadratic problem, resulting in the estimated target label proportions \( p_t(y) \). Typically, this can be solved by gradient descent in each minibatch.

Suppose that the conditional shift can be aligned, then the target label distribution estimation scheme is asymptotically consistent, which can be expressed below.

**Theorem 3** Assuming \( p_s(f(x) \mid y) = p_t(f(x) \mid y) \), the variance in the feature space is not infinite, and all of the label proportions are not zero. As the number of training and testing samples becomes infinity, the estimated \( p_t(y) \) is asymptotically consistent for real \( p_t(y) \), if \( M_s^T M_s \) is invertible.

Here the superscript T represents transpose. While this theorem only considers a single source domain, it can be easily extended to multiple source domains.

We note that the L2 loss used in \( \mathcal{L}_M(p_t(y)) \) can also be replaced by the other distribution loss, e.g., f-divergence, Wasserstein loss, or MMD to form the distribution matching. In some cases, the model can be benefited, by matching more than the first moment.

Considering that the segmentation task is to perform pixel-wise classification, the label distribution is essentially the proportion of the class-wise pixel numbers in a dataset.

3.4. Alternative Optimization with Fade-in \( p_t(y) \)

In summary, we have three to-be-learned players in the game at our training stage, i.e., feature extractor \( f(\cdot) \), joint \( \text{Dis} \& \text{Cls} \), and a \( p_t(y) \) estimator. In each iteration, we update them following an alternative optimization scheme:

[Infer]: Fix \( f(\cdot) \) and update the target label distribution estimator with \( \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}_M(p_t(y))}{\partial p_t(y)} \).

[Align]: Fix \( p_t(y) \) estimator first and update the feature extractor and joint \( \text{Dis} \& \text{Cls} \) according to the GAN’s protocol according to Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), respectively.

Considering that it is difficult to precisely estimate \( p_t(y) \) at the start of the training, we simply initialize it as uniform distribution, i.e., \( p_t(y = i) = \frac{1}{c} \) and construct the target label distribution with \( \{ p_t(y) + \alpha p_s(y) \} \) in each round. \( \alpha \) is decreased from 1 to 0 gradually at the training stage, i.e., \( \alpha = \frac{1}{1+N} \) for epoch number \( N \leq 5 \) and \( \alpha = 0 \) for \( N > 5 \).

3.5. Posterior Alignment

Finally, we obtain the target domain classifier \( p_t(y = i \mid f(x)) \) in testing. Suppose that we have successfully aligned the conditional shift and precisely estimated the target label distribution at the training stage, following [5], the posterior in the target domain can be \( p_t(y = i \mid f(x)) = \frac{p_t(y = i \mid f(x))}{p_t(y = i \mid f(x))} \). Since we cannot practically know the exact \( \gamma \), we choose the estimated \( p_t(y) \) to calculate \( \gamma \) in each iteration, and approximate the posterior by

\[
p_t(y = i \mid f(x)) \propto \frac{\gamma_i p_t(y = i \mid f(x))}{\sum_{j=1}^{c} p_t(y = j \mid f(x))}.
\]

4. Experimental Results

We provide comprehensive evaluations of our framework under the conditional and label shift (CLS) on image classification and semantic segmentation (partial) UDA tasks.
### 4.1. UDA for Image Classification

We first consider the challenging VisDA17 benchmark [42]. It is a 12-class UDA classification problem. We follow the evaluation protocols as in [50, 47], where a source domain incorporates 152, 409 synthetic images and a target domain has 55, 400 real-world images.

For fair comparisons, we adopt the standard ResNet101 [20] as our backbones for VisDA17. We use ImageNet [11] for pre-training, and fine-tune the network in the source domain incorporates 409 synthetic images and a target domain has 55, 400 real-world images.

For fair comparisons, we adopt the standard ResNet101 [20] as our backbones for VisDA17. We use ImageNet [11] for pre-training, and fine-tune the network in the source domain incorporates 409 synthetic images and a target domain has 55, 400 real-world images.

We show the results on VisDA17 in Table 1 in terms of the per-class accuracy and mean accuracy. To report the standard deviation of each method, we independently run five times. The CLS w/o Joint Dis+Cls, and CLS w/o fade-in $p_i(y)$ denote the CLS with separate discriminator and classifier and without fade-in $p_i(y)$, respectively.

DANN [13] is a pioneer of vanilla adversarial UDA, and its performance on VisDA is reported in [14]. Benefited by the conditional and label alignments, CLS outperforms DANN by a large margin and the recent adversarial UDA method, TDDA, significantly, while the joint parameterization further boosts its performance. Although the full training of CLS takes 1.5 times more training time than DANN, it only requires 2× less training time to obtain comparable results than DANN. Moreover, CLS has the same inference speed as conventional adversarial UDA methods at its testing stage. Note that the CDAN [35] method is ill-posed as it only considers the conditional shift in UDA without $p_i(y)$, and a direct comparison with that can be helpful. However, its relatively old backbone (ResNet50) is not adopted by recent state-of-the-art approaches (SOTA). Our CLS with ResNet50 can also achieve a mean accuracy of 76.2% on VisDA17, which is a significant improvement over CDAN (70%). Besides, our CLS outperforms DEV on VisDA17 (all with ResNet101), and DEV outperforms CDAN on Office31 (all with ResNet50).

Moreover, our CLS can be orthogonal with other advanced adversarial UDA methods. For example, the regularization losses used in TDDA [14] can be simply add-on and further improve the performance. To the best of our knowledge, all CLSs, including CLS w/o Joint Dis+Cls, and CLS w/o fade-in $p_i(y)$ achieve the STOA of adversarial UDA in VisDA17 with ResNet101 as the backbone.

More appealingly, CLS achieves on par or better performance than the recent adversarial training [55, 14], self-
training [65], dropout [47], and moment matching methods [39, 22], demonstrating the potential of adversarial learning in UDA. The more powerful backbones have also been applied and shown better results [43, 50]. The CLS with the ResNet152 backbone outperforms both CLSs with the ResNet 101 backbone and [43, 50] significantly.

### 4.2. UDA for Semantic Segmentation

Then, we investigate a more challenging segmentation adaptation case that is from synthetic to real images. We select the GTA5 [44] to Cityscapes task, which has 19 shared segmentation labels. There are more than 24,000 labeled game engine rendered images in the GTA5 dataset. According to the evaluation protocol in previous works [58], the whole GTA5 dataset is used as the labeled source domain, and the training set of Cityscape with 2,975 images is used as the unlabeled target domain training data. During testing, we also report the performance in the testing set of Cityscapes with 500 images.

For fair comparisons with the other methods, we adopt the ResNet-101 as our backbone network for the GTA5 to Cityscapes task. Note that PSPNET [64] and Wide ResNet38 are the stronger basenet than ResNet101. We compare CLSs with the other methods in Table 2. Based on the adversarial training scheme of [58], CLS outperforms [58], by more than 4% w.r.t. the mean IoUs.

When compared with other state-of-the-art adversarial UDAs, CLS methods lead to a new state-of-the-art performance, even compared with a generative pixel-level domain adaptation method or adversarial and self-training combination methods, which are the relatively complex algorithm in terms of both architecture and objectives. We note that the additional self-training UDA can also be applied to our CLS, following the combination scheme in [37], yielding 53.0 mIoU. This clearly demonstrates the generality of our CLS.

Introducing our CLS to AdaptSegNet can significantly improve the segmentation performance. To investigate the target label estimation performance, we plot the KL-divergence between the predicted $p_t(y)$ and the ground truth $p_t(y)$ at the testing stage. Left: VisDA17 task, right: GTA5 to Cityscapes task. The smaller the value is the more accurate the estimation is.

Figure 5. The KL-divergence between the predicted $p_t(y)$ and the ground truth $p_t(y)$ at the testing stage. Left: VisDA17 task, right: GTA5 to Cityscapes task. The smaller the value is the more accurate the estimation is.

4.3. Partial UDA for Image Classification

To demonstrate it generally, we also apply our method to partial UDA task, i.e., a specific label shift setting, although CLS is developed for a more general problem. We note that partial UDA is not the extreme of label shift, when we use KL-divergence as the measurement.

Office-31 dataset [46] is the de facto standard benchmark for domain adaptation. It contains 4,652 images with 31 classes from three domains: Amazon (A), Webcam (W) and DSLR (D), each containing 2,817, 795 and 498 images respectively.

Following the experimental setting in [4, 2], we select 10 classes shared by Office-31 and Caltech-256 to form a new target domain. Note that there are 31 classes in the source domain and 10 classes in the target domain, and 21 classes have zero probability in the target label distribution.

We compare the performances of different methods on Office-31 with the same base net ResNet-50 in Table 3. All CLSs achieve better or comparable performance, compared with the state-of-the-art methods. This may be benefited, by also explicitly involving the conditional shift
alignment along with addressing the label shift. The joint parameterization can consistently help the framework to align conditional and label distributions, respectively.

Besides, ImageNet-Caltech is a large scale dataset, which consists of ImageNet1K [45] and Caltech [17] datasets. Since they share 84 classes, we usually type 1,000 categories ImageNet data as a source domain, while using 84 categories Caltech data as a target domain, or choose 256 categories Caltech as a source domain, while using 84 categories ImageNet as a target domain. Considering that the networks are usually trained on ImageNet, we follow the conventional partial UDA methods [4, 2] for Caltech(256)→ImageNet(84) adaptation, which uses the validation set of ImageNet as a target domain.

We give the comparison results in Table 5 right. It is worth noticing that without considering the conditional and label distribution shift, DAN, DANN, and ADDA obtain worse performance than the ResNet-50 backbone in many tasks. To avoid the negative transfer in partial UDA setting, [4] propose a weighting mechanism to quantify the transferability of each source example. CSL outperforms or on par with the single example-based weighting methods [4] on most of the tasks, showing the efficiency of the class-based balancing scheme. Of note, the to-be-learned weights are much fewer than example-based weighting.

### 4.4. Partial UDA for Semantic Segmentation

To investigate a more challenging partial UDA scenario, we propose a new task for semantic segmentation. The Cityscapes to NTHU is a cross-city task with real-world images [8]. We choose the Tokyo subset of the NTHU.

The NTHU [8] has 13 segmentation classes shared with the Cityscapes dataset. Following the standard protocol in NTHU, the pole, fence, and wall are considered as a building. In addition, the truck is regarded as the car class, and the terrain is regarded as the vegetation class. According to the previous works [8, 66], the 100 images in each city are separated to ten folds for the leave-one-out cross-validation. NTHU does not have the category of the train. To construct a more uneven target label distribution, we remove all of the images with the motor, bike, and rider classes in NTHU. Since the fact that motors are prohibited in many cities of China, and bikes are not allowed in highway can be used as prior knowledge.

As shown in Table 4, our CLS works well with different popular backbones, i.e., Dilatation-Frontend Convolution as in [52] and ResNet101 as in [66]. We note that the example weighted adversarial partial UDA [4] and moment matching-based methods usually cannot be well scalable to the pixel-level classification-based segmentation task. CSL can be a strong baseline of partial UDA for semantic segmentation.

### 5. Conclusion

In this paper, we tackle the problem of both conditional and label shifts in the context of adversarial UDA. We carry out a thoroughly theoretical analysis to demonstrate that it gives a more realistic and even minimal assumption in many tasks. Then, we propose to align these two shifts in an alternative optimization with a fade-in \( p_t(y) \) framework which consists of three to-be learned players, i.e., feature extractor, joint parameterized discriminator and classifier, and target label distribution estimator. The merits of joint parameterization are also investigated. After the training, the posterior alignment is applied for real-world deployment. Extensive experiments on popular (partial) UDA benchmarks verify our analysis and revoke the adversarial learning, which can still be effective as the recent fast developed self-training, dropout or moment matching methods.
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